2-D DOA Estimation of LFM Signals based on Sparse Representation in Fractional Fourier Domain
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Abstract—For the problem of two dimensional direction of arrival (2-D DOA) estimation of Linear Frequency Modulated (LFM) signals, a novel 2-D DOA estimation method is proposed based on sparse representation in fractional Fourier domain. First, utilizing the energy-concentrated characteristic of fractional Fourier transform for LFM signals, the redundant dictionaries based on the space angles are established in fractional Fourier domain. Then the space angles can be estimated by sparse recovery algorithm respectively. Finally, the azimuth and elevation angles are calculated through the estimated space angles. The proposed method has a better estimation precision, high-resolution performance and lower SNR threshold without multidimensional search process. The validity of the proposed method is verified by theoretic analysis and simulation results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Linear frequency modulation (LFM) signal is widely used in a number of fields including radar, sonar and communications [1]. The direction of arrival (DOA) of LFM signal, which is a crucial parameter for sorting and recognition of sources, directing jamming and passive location, has attracted tremendous interest in electronic reconnaissance. The conventional subspace-type DOA estimation methods based on the wide-sense stationary signal model dominate in the literature due to their high-resolution performance [2-3]. However, these high-resolution methods cannot be applied to the LFM signal directly, which is a typical non-stationary signal. Therefore, how to estimate the two dimension (2-D) DOA of LFM signals is an important problem. In [4], Gershman utilizes interpolation in spatial time-frequency distribution matrices to realize DOA estimation for LFM signals. This approach suffers from the disturbance of cross-terms and exist the model biases and time consuming. The fractional Fourier transform (FRFT), which is a generalization of the classical Fourier transform, is proposed in [5]. Almeida proves the FRFT’s relationships with time-frequency representations [6], which made FRFT especially suitable for the energy-concentration of LFM signals. Tao attempted to change the received data of sensor array into fractional Fourier domain, and then estimated the 2-D DOAs by subspace algorithms (like MUSIC or ESPRIT) [7]. However, this method needs two-dimensional search process in angle space, which leads to large amount of computation. In recent years, the emerging field of sparse representation has given renewed interest to the problem of DOA estimation [8-9]. These methods try to find a sparse spatial spectrum from the dictionary by solving a sparse recovery problem. For 2-D DOA estimation, the dictionary should be capable of containing all the possible azimuth and elevation angles. To improve the spatial intercept probability, the reconnaissance receiver tends to cover the whole spatial domain, which results in a large dictionary. The sparse recovery will becomes more difficult and complicated with the growth of dictionary length.

In this paper, a novel 2-D DOA estimation method of LFM signals based on sparse representation in fractional Fourier domain is proposed. Utilizing the excellent energy-concentrated performance of LFM signal in the fractional Fourier domain [10-11], the received signals of sensor array are transformed into fractional Fourier domain, which changes the time-variant manifold matrices of LFM signals into time-invariant one. Then, two 1-D dictionaries are established respectively based on the defined space angle. The problem of 2-D DOAs estimation is converted into the problem of two 1-D DOAs estimation, which reduces the length of dictionary. In this case, a considerable amount of computations can be saved while estimating the space angles by sparse recovery algorithm. Once the space angles are known, azimuth and elevation angles can be achieved by simple calculations. Theoretical analyses and simulations show that the proposed method has better estimation precision and high-resolution performance without multidimensional search process in spatial domain.

II. THE ARRAY MODEL

An L-shape array configuration in the x-y plane is composed of two orthogonal uniform linear arrays with inter-element spacing $d$ as shown in Fig.1. The element placed at origin is common for referencing purpose. Let $X$ be the sub-array of the linear array in the x axis, and let $Y$ be the sub-array of the linear array in the y axis, where each linear array consists of $N-1$ elements.
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III. THE PROPOSED METHOD

Through the definition of space angle, the problem of 2-D DOAs estimation is converted into the problem of two 1-D DOAs estimation. However, due to the wideband and non-stationary properties of LFM signals, the existing methods based on narrowband model cannot be applied directly. Considering the FRFT’s energy-concentrated performance for LFM signal, we can deal with it in fractional Fourier domain.

A. Fractional Fourier transform (FRFT)

According to the definition of FRFT, the FRFT of the th source at the reference sensor is
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arrays (X or Y) will achieve the best energy-concentrated performance at the same transform order of the FRFT and the position of spectral peak is due to the propagation delay \( r_x \), \( r_y \) at different sensors.

B. Sparse representation based on fractional Fourier domain

For different LFM signals, the peaks of them in fractional Fourier domain appear in different transform orders and positions. As these peak values dominate most of the energy, they are selected as the array received data. Substituting (14) into (11), it can be rewritten as

\[
S_{x_1}(\eta_0,u_{x_1}) = \sqrt{1 - j \cot \eta_0} \exp[-j \pi (r_x u_{x_1} \sin \eta_0 \cos \eta_0) + 2u_0 r_x u_{x_1} \sin \eta_0) \exp(j \pi u_{x_1} \cot \eta_0) T]
\]

(14)

where \( r_{x_1} \) and \( r_{y_1} \) are small, and can be ignored. Combining (5) and (9), equation (14) can be rewritten as

\[
S_{x_i}(\eta_0,u_{x_i}) = \exp[-j 2 \pi u_{x_i} (n-1) d \cos \alpha_i \sin \eta_0 / c]
\]

(15)

\[
S_{y_i}(\eta_0,u_{y_i}) = \exp[-j 2 \pi u_{y_i} (n-1) d \cos \beta_i \sin \eta_0 / c]
\]

(16)

From (15), we can see that the propagation delays at sensors of sub-array X and Y are only related to space angle \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), after the LFM signal is transformed into fractional Fourier domain. As sub-array X and Y are mutually independent, the steering vector of \( i \)-th source in fractional Fourier domain can be respectively defined as

\[
a_{\alpha_i} = \exp[-j 2 \pi u_{x_i} (n-1) d \cos \alpha_i \sin \eta_0 / c]
\]

(17)

Thus, we can establish the redundant dictionaries respectively in fractional Fourier domain, utilizing the steering vectors with uniform discrete cosines of space angle \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \). The cosines of all potential space angles are divided into discrete sets. Let the set \( (\cos \alpha(\beta))_m = -1 + 2m / N_\phi \), where \( N_\phi \) being the number of scanning cosine. Combining the steering vector given by (17), the dictionaries of size \( N \times N \) in a certain transform order of FRFT is expressed as

\[
D^{(x)}_{\eta_0 \alpha} = [a_x(\alpha_1), a_x(\alpha_2),...,a_x(\alpha_N)]
\]

(18)

\[
D^{(y)}_{\eta_0 \beta} = [a_y(\beta_1), a_y(\beta_2),...,a_y(\beta_N)]
\]

where \( \eta_0 \) denotes the transform order. Utilizing the dictionaries from (17), the data vector received at sub-array X and Y can be sparse representation, whose sparse representation in fractional Fourier domain is shown as (19)

\[
X_{\eta_0} = D^{(x)}_{\eta_0 \alpha} (\alpha) z_x + N_x
\]

\[
Y_{\eta_0} = D^{(y)}_{\eta_0 \beta} (\beta) z_y + N_y
\]

(19)

where \( X_{\eta_0} = [x_{\eta_0 \alpha_1},...,x_{\eta_0 \alpha_N}]^T \), \( Y_{\eta_0} = [y_{\eta_0 \beta_1},...,y_{\eta_0 \beta_N}]^T \) respectively denote the \( N \times 1 \) vector composed of the array received data under \( \eta_0 \) order of FRFT, which the peak values are selected as the observed data for each sensor in sub-array X and Y. \( z_x \) and \( z_y \) denote the \( N \times 1 \) sparse vector with non-zero elements at positions corresponding to the space angles and zero elements at the remaining positions. \( N_x \) and \( N_y \) denote the \( N \times 1 \) vector representing the noise at sub-array X and Y.

Estimating the space angles process is targeted at finding the positions of non-zero elements. We can treat this problem as a sparse recovery problem [13-14], i.e.,

\[
\min \|z\|_0 \text{ s.t. } \|Dz - x\| < \varepsilon
\]

(20)

where \( z \) is the sparse vector, \( D \) is the dictionary and \( x \) is the received data vector. \( \varepsilon \) denotes the reconstruction error. The support of \( z \) can be obtained by conventional sparse recovery algorithms, such as Basis Pursuit (BP) [15], Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [16], etc. Then, the space angles can be achieved through the positions of non-zero elements in \( z_x \) and \( z_y \).

C. Pair matching of azimuth and elevation angles

As defining the space angle, the 2-D DOA estimation problem is changed into two 1-D DOAs estimation problem. For calculating the azimuth \( \theta \) and elevation \( \phi \), it is necessary to determine the corresponding relation between space angles \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \). From the analysis above, the same LFM signal received by sub-array X and Y will achieve the best energy concentration at the same order and the estimated value of initial frequency \( \hat{f} \) and chirp rate \( \hat{\mu} \) calculated by (10) are also the same. Therefore, the pair matching problem of space angles can be effectively solved by \( \hat{f} \) and \( \hat{\mu} \), which is respectively estimated by the received data from sub-array X and Y. While the corresponding relation between space angles \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) is determined, the azimuth \( \theta \) and elevation \( \phi \) can be calculated simply as follows

\[
\theta_i = \arctan \left( \frac{\cos \beta_i}{\cos \alpha_i} \right), i = 1, 2,...,p
\]

(21)

\[
\phi_i = \arcsin \sqrt{\cos^2 \alpha_i + \cos^2 \beta_i}
\]

D. Performance analysis

The proposed method converts the 2-D DOA estimation problem into sparse recovery problem in fractional Fourier domain. By defining the space angle, this method set up 1-D dictionaries for sub-array X and Y respectively instead of the azimuth and elevation joint dictionary, which can reduce the length of dictionary effectively. For example, the length of
azimuth and elevation joint dictionary is \( N_1 \times N_2 \) while the length of space angle dictionary is only \( N_e \). Assume that we utilize the OMP sparse recovery algorithm, whose computation is \( O(k N_e) \), where \( k \) denotes the sparsity ratio and \( N_e \) denotes the length of dictionary. If we set \( N_1 = N_2 = N_e = 1000 \), under the same sparsity ratio \( k \), the computation of sparse recovery is \( O(k \cdot 10^3) \) with the azimuth and elevation joint dictionary but \( O(k \cdot 10^2) \) with the space angle dictionary. Therefore, utilizing the 1-D space angle dictionaries will effectively decrease the computation of sparse recovery. In addition, the proposed method avoid the calculation of covariance matrix and eigenvalue decomposition process compared with the conventional subspace algorithms and has no use to conduct multidimensional search process in 2-D angle space.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we provide several sets of simulation results to illustrate the performance of the proposed method for 2-D DOA estimation. In all the simulation examples below, we suppose that \( \theta \in (-90, 0.90) \), \( \phi \in (0, 0.90) \) for all the sources. The length of redundant dictionary is set to \( N_e = 1000 \). Since the number of peak values is known in a certain transform order, it can be treated as the sparse recovery problem with known sparsity ratio. The OMP sparse recovery algorithm is selected here.

A. Simulation and settings

Example 1: This simulation example considers the case where three uncorrelated LFM signals \((p=3)\) impinge on the L-shape array with initial frequencies 6MHz, 10MHz, 20MHz and chirp rate 1MHz/μs, 1.2MHz/μs, -0.5MHz/μs. The total number of sensors is 15, which each sub-array has 7 sensors. The number of snapshots \( T \) and SNR are set to 512 and 15dB, respectively. \((-15, 25\degree), (30, 5\degree)\) and \((60, 15\degree)\) are the true DOAs. Fig. 2 shows the space angle estimated results by sparse recovery. Fig. 3 shows the pair matching results of azimuth and elevation angles.

Example 2: In this simulation example, we consider the resolution performance of space angle. Choose two LFM signals, whose space angles are adjacent. The initial frequency are 10MHz, 8MHz and the chirp rate are 0.8MHz/μs, 1.1MHz/μs. Taking the sub-array \( X \) as an example, space angles \( \alpha \) are set to 30 and 31\degree. The other simulation conditions are similar to those of Example 1. Fig. 4 shows the estimated results of MUSIC algorithm and proposed method.

Example 3: In this simulation example, we consider the influence of angle interval on RMSE of angle. Taking the sub-array \( X \) as an example, the number of sensors in sub-array \( X \) is set to 4 and 8 respectively. Choose two LFM signals, whose initial frequency and chirp rate are the same as Example 1. Space angle of signal 1 is fixed at \( \alpha_1 = 30 \) and space angle of signal 2, \( \alpha_2 \), varies from 31 to 45 with interval 1\degree. The other simulation conditions are similar to those of Example 1. Fig. 5 shows the RMSE of angles as a function of angle interval with different number of sensors in sub-array \( X \), averaged over 1000 Monte Carlo trials.

Fig. 2. Estimated results of space angles

Fig. 3. Estimated results of 2-D DOAs

Fig. 4. Resolution performance comparison of space angles

As the azimuth and elevation angles is calculated by the estimated value of space angles, the estimation performance of
azimuth and elevation is due to the estimation performance of space angle. Thus, high-resolution performance of space angles is necessary for the 2-D DOA estimation. From Fig. 4 we observe that the proposed method has narrower spectral peaks compared with the conventional MUSIC algorithm, which indicates that the proposed method has a better resolution performance than that of MUSIC algorithm.

![Fig. 5. RMSE of space angle under different angle interval](image1)

From the results of Fig. 5, we can see that the RMSE of space angle will decrease when increasing the angle interval and the number of sensors of sub-array. As the proposed method has a high-resolution performance of space angle, it can still achieve high estimation precision when the angle interval is small.

The results of Fig. 6 show that the RMSE of azimuth and elevation angle will decrease when the SNR varies from -10 dB to 30dB. Due to the excellent energy-concentrated performance of LFM signals in the fractional Fourier domain, we choose the peak values as the observed data for each sensor in sub-array X and Y. Therefore, the proposed method can still achieve high estimation precision in low SNR.

![Fig. 6. RMSE of azimuth and elevation under different SNR](image2)

V. CONCLUSION

The 2-D DOA estimation of LFM signals have been an active research in electronic reconnaissance. This paper has addressed the 2-D DOA estimation problem with sparse representation in fractional Fourier domain. Utilizing the energy-concentration properties of FRFT, the sparse recovery process is conducted in fractional Fourier domain. By defining the space angle, the proposed method reduces the dimension, which saves amount of computations. Moreover, the proposed method can work in broadband, multiple signals, and low SNR cases, which is suitable for electronic reconnaissance system.
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